


Vir i'nia's State Parks... Your Back ard Classrooms

Telling Tides
Position during neu~ moon, spring

tide:
tudents will learn to read a tide
chart, determine the times of
the high and low tides for a par-

ticular day for a standard reference
point, as well as the tidal height rela-
tive to mean low water. Using this
informauon, they will learn how to
correct for differences in tidal times
and heights for any other location
on the same day.

I

Grade Levels: 6-12

ObjectivesO o
Earth Mo»n Students will investigate tidal pat-

terns by:
~ determining the times and water

heights of low and high tides at a
designated reference station for a
particular day using a,tide chart;

~ calculating the tidal differences
b etween the reference station and ~
any other location;

~ cow<paring the effects of the moon
. phases on tidal height.

Sun

Position during full moon, spring
tide:

c O
Moon Farth

Background

Sun

Position during u n .up tide:

0 Moon
Materials

Per student:
~ copy of .Tide Graphs  or copies of

th'e exerpts provided!
~ pencil, ruler

. ~ Worksheet

Sun

Where

In the classroom.

At school: allow about 1 to 1 1/2
hours for the activity..

Time of Year: whenever it is ap-
propriate prior to making a field trip.

Procedure

Tide charts are widely published
for most locations throughout thc
Bay and its tributaries. Most tide
charts list the time for each high and
low tide during a span of dates and
list the heights of the tides relative
to mean low water for the location.
Such charts can usually be obtained
from tackle shops and marinas near
tidal areas. Some agencies  see
"Resources" ! also publish tide

A tide is a special type of wave
which i. perceived as the vertical
movement of ocean waters., ides
are caused by the gravitational pull
of the moon and sun. Altnough the
moon is very small compared to the
sun, it is much closer to the earth.
As a result, its tidal influence is
more than twice that of the sun.
These gravitational forces "pile up"
water into bulges which move as
long waves around the earth, creat-
ing in the Chesapeake Bay, and in
many other locations, two high and
two low tides every 24 hours and 40
minutes. Such tides are called semi-
diurnal tides. Other parts of the
earth, such as the Gulf of Mexico, ex-
perience diurnal tides � one high
and one'low every day.

The height of the tides in a given
location is not the same every day of
the year. As the moon revolves
around the earth, the relative posi-
tions of the sun, moon, and earth
change. Twice a month � when the
moon is full and when it is new-
the moon, sun, and earth are in
alignment and their combined
gravitational forces create "spring
tides," with water levels higher at
high tide and lower at low tide than
average. When the moon is in 1/4
and 3/4 phases, the sun and moon
arc it right angles, and their gravita-
tional forces counteract one another.
The result are "neap tides," where
the change in water level between
high and. low tides is the least.

As water level rise», approaching
high tide, the tide is flooding. As
the water drops towards low tide,
the tide is ebbing. Slack water is
the period just before the tide chan-
ges when the tidal cu rrcnt move-
mcnt is minimal. Mean low water
is the average height of all low tides
measured at a given place over a 19-
year period and mean high water is
the average heights of all high tides
at a given location over the same
period of time. Sea h! v'el is the
mean level halfway between high
and low tide, used as a standard in
reckoning land elevation or sea
depths.

The ability to pred ct tides is use-
ful to many people � Fishermen,
boaters, oceanographers, marine.
biologists, meteorololists � to name,
a few. For example, rncteorologists
tracking hurricanes a! e able to deter-
mine the potential impact of the hur-
ricane'on a shoreline in terms of
water level by knowi!ag the phase of
the moon and the time of high or
low tide.



Tellin Tides

Resources

charts. These are based on the tides
at a given location and have convc;r-
sion figures to calculate the times
and heights of tides at other places
in the vicinity. In the Bay region,
tides are most often listed relattve to
Sewell's Point in Hampton Roads,
Washington, DC, or Baltimore.
Daily tide information can'&e ob-
tained from many newspapers, from
recorded telephone services and
from some radio station an-
nouncements.

i. Review'the background infor-
mation on tides with the class. Dis-
cu ss:
~ Why is it important iusefull to be

able to predict the times and heights
of tides?

~ Who do you think uses tide charts?
2. Give each student a copy of

the accompanying exerpts of the
"Tidal Difference Table" and "Tide

Graph Calendar" from Tide Graphs.
Explain that these are taken from
tables used by scientists to predict
tides in the Chesapeake Bay.

3, Explain how to interpret the
calendar with a similar diagram on
the blackboard. Point out:
~ The curved line represents the

change in the level-of the tide
with time. The high points, or
crests, represent h'igh tides..The
low points, or troughs, represent
low tides.

~ The Y-axis represents the tide
height above or below mean low
water  the zero mark!. It is
marked off in half foot incre-
ments.

~ The X-axis represents the change
in time. It is tnarked'off in 1 hour
increments up to 24 hours. To
convert times after 12:00 noon to
conventional time, subtract 12.
Thus 18 would be 6:00pm. Each
day is marked with a tall vertical
line.

~ The second row of numbers
below the X-axis gives the tide
height for each high tide. A
short, vertical line extends from
each of these numbers through
the X-a~is, directly below each
crest. This makes it easy to pin-
point the time of the tide.

~ ' The third row nf numbers below
the X-axis-gives the height for

' each low tide. A positi've number
means the tide is above mean low
water. A negative number means

the tide is below mean low water.
Again, a short vertical line ex-
tends from the number through
the X-axis to facilitate reading the
time.
4.. Next explain that the tide

times and heights differ lhroughout
the Bay and review the Tidal Dif-
ference Table. Point out:
~ The "place" column represents

the exact locations for which the
tides can be predicted.

~ The "tidal differences,'time"

columns list the average dif-
ference in time for each location
from the tidal time for Sewell's
Point in Hampton Roads. Since

' the average difference is not
usually the same for Pigh and

. Iow tides, these are listed under
the columns marked "HW" and
"LW," respectively.

~ Time differences are listed in
hours and minutes. A "plus"  +!
indicates the tide occurs later
than the tide at Hampton Roads
and must be added. A "minus"
 -! mea,ns the tide occurs before .
the tide at Hampton Roads and
must be subtracted.

~ The "tidal differencesi'height":
columns list the average differen-
ces in height from the tidal '
heights for Hampton Roads.
Again, the average difterences are
not usually the same for high and
low water, thus tht�'se «re listed in
the "HW" and "LW" columns.

~ To calcula te the tide height for a
location, subtract the "minus"
figures  listed for that1ocation!
from, or add the "plus' figures to,
the height for Hampton Roads, as
determined from the calendar.
5. Give each student s veraI

copies of the accompanyirig
Worksheet. Complete one with the
class using a specific date and loca-
tion as an example. Use the follow-
ing steps to complete-the Worksheet.
~ Enter the date and location at the

top with the selected example.
~ Under the "Hampton Roads"

column, enter the times and
heights for the tides as taken from
the calendar for the selected date..

~ Under the "Tidal Differences"
column, enter the corresponding
figures from the Tidal Differences-
Table. Be sure to indicate  +! or  -!.

~ Sum the figures  watching the+
and - signs! in'the "Hampton

Tide Graphs. Printed quarterly,
, specify "Hampton Roads" edition
 covers lower Bay and tributaries
soph of the Potomac only!. Sea
Grant Communications, VA In-
stitute of Marine Sdence, '
Gloucester Point, VA 23062.  804!
642-7170. free;

TideLog. Chesapeake Tide4rates-
Graphic Abganac for the
Chesapeake Bay area. printed an-
nually. Padfic Publishers, Box
480, Bolinas, CA 94924. �15! 868-
2909. ISBN 0-936521-15-5. Ap-
prox. $11.00 each, discounted bulk
orders.

Tide Tables: High and Low Water
Predictions, East Coast of North
and South America Including
Greenland. Printed annually. Na-
tional Ckean Services, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration, U.S. Dept. of Com-
meice. Write: The NOAA,'
Distribution Branch, 6501

. Lafayette Avenue, Riverdale, MD
20737. �01! 436%990.

Roads" and "Tidal Differences"

columns to complete the "Cc}r-
rected Tides" column.
6. Students can then calculate

tides for other dates and locations
on their own.

Follow-up:
1. Students can use their tide

chart reading abilities in conjunction
with any of the other park activities
by predicting the tides for the
specific cIay and park of their field
trip. "Water Motion and Commo-
tion" is an especiQHy apprOpriate tie-
in activity. Use the correct tide
charts for the park visited. The
specific locations of each park are in-
dicated in the table entitled State
Park Tidal Conversion Figures.

2. Compare the phases of the
moon and the resulting tides for a
specific mon h. Chart the differen-
ces in the tidal heights over the
month and indicate the occurrence
of the 'spring and neap tides.
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Tidal Difference Table

Tide Graph Calendar
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Worksheet

Correc ted Tides
 Add ¹1 to or
btract ¹2 from!

State Park Tidal Conversion Figures l3ifference
I Se well's

oads"» l.ow Water
+3]5

� 1 15

+ 001
+057

Dif fere:nce

'Low Water

� 4 19
. -'1 59

� 1?8

� 6 l2

"Nearest landmark with published tides on which conversion figures are based; actual times of tides at parks
may be slightly different.
""Hampton Roads times from Tide Graphs; Washington, DC tin>es from TideLogs. Slight discrepancies may exist
between the references.
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Water Motion arid Commotion

n teams, students measure cur-
rent speed, v. ave height, wave
frequency, calculate the tide, and

make predictions regarding the ef-
fects of these factors on the move-
ment of a simulated oil'spill. Once a
"spill" occurs, teams of "environ-
me»tal experts" measure its rnove-
ments toward shore, and assess its
impact on thc landscape, biota, and
human r<wourees.

Levels: 6-12

jertives-

vestigate possible in-
between water

persion of a hypotheti-

tneasuring and. ca1culat-
racteristics of waves

Background e movement of a
lspill; .
d preChcting the impact
n the biota, landscape,

ac babes.

aterials

r teattt:
ooden stakes
easuring tape OR
ece of string with
in the ends

� Per team!
second'hand
nger:

n plastic bucket with
m covered with

vy twine or light rope '
lain popped popcorn

marker-

pencils, paper
on ti<<lor'ksheet
ootwear, hip boots or

esqpeake Bay region or

ptional!

Q:it  irv

Circztat 'ct< pattern in an rat«ar t

The Chesapeake Bay is a great
mixing bowl, receiving runoff fr~
a land area 1 1-/2 times the size ot
Virginia. For every gallon of water
entering the Bay from its watershed,
30 to 40 gallons of ocean water
moves in and out of the Bay mouth.
Both the fresh and salt water are in
constant motion, mixing together
and moving nutrients, fish eggs,
shcBfish larvae, plankton, minerals,
sediment» and pollutants.

'As in ail estuaries, the salinity of
the Chesapeake Bay varies greatly
with location. At the Bay mouth,
the salinity approaches that of ocean
water �0-35 parts per thousand or
ppt!. Midway up the Bay, the
salinity i's about half that of the
ocean water, and it continues to

. decrease further up the Bay and its
tributaries. Salinity also tends to in-
crease with depth, since salt v ater is
denser than fresh water. As a result,

salt wat<.r tends to mo re up the Bay
along the bottom, for» ing a salt
wedge, with fresher water flowing
out of thc Bay near the surface.
Where thc salt water and fresh
water m«ct, there is oflen =onsidcr-
ablc mixing, which stits up the sedi-
ments a»d rcsusp< nds nutrie»ts.

Wa1«r mov .nicnts are grouped
into thr<»c major catcg< ries: waves,
tides and currents. A urrent is thc
hortzontal flov» of wat r. Currents
in thc Bay and the tidal stretches of
its tributari«s are complex, in-
flucnccd by water depth,. shoreline
and bottom contours, I ides, rainfall,
wind, barometric pres; ure and
many other factors. ln a tidal river,
spe»cd and direction ot currents dif-
fer with time and plac< . Water may
flow fast near thc shor" and slowly
near the middle of the channel. Sur-
face waters mav flow»lownstream
while water n«ar the bottom may
flow upstream. Currc its also
change v,i h thc tide.

Waves are surface d isturbances
that appear as moving ridges of
water. Actually, as a v, avc passes,

-the water on the surfa<.e moves verti-
cally and the water below the sur-
face moves mostly in a circul tr
fashion. Wi»d causes ~vaves, and
wave size is primarily determined
by wind spend and fetch, the dis-
tance wind blows ovct the water.
Thc greater thc wind spa.d and the
longer the fetch,-thc larger thc wave. '



Water Motion and Commotion

Credits-

When

29

Waves are also affected by tides, cur-
rents, weather systems, water depth
and shape of the shoreline.

Waves have three aspects that
can be easily measured. These are:
wavelength, the distance between
identical points on two successive
waves; wave height, the distance-be-

- tween the lowest point of a wave
 trough! and the highest point
 crest!; and wave frequency, the
number of waves to pass a point in a
unit of time.

A tide is a special type of wave
which is perceived as the vertical
movement of ocean waters. Tides
are caused by the gravitational pull
of'the moon with the sun's gravity
playing a minor 1ole. These forces
"pile up" water into bulges which
move as long waves around the
planet, creating in the Chesapeake
Bay and in many other locations,
two high tides and two low tides
every 24 h:.>urs and 40 minutes.

Often in the news are reports of
oil spills, chemical spills, and other
pollutants entering our waterways.
Determining where and how a spill
will spread is a complex problem, re-
quiring a thorough understanding
of tides, currents, and waves, among
other factors.

Before the Trip:
1. Review the banc concepts of

tides, currents and waves with the
class.

2. Using a large map of the
Chesapeake Bay, show the class the
location of the park to be visited.
Discuss:
~ Standing on the park shore, which

direction  left Or right! is down river
 foward the ocean!? Why is this
direction called down river?

~ Are there likely fo be. tides at the
park?

~ Predict the height of the waves that
wi H be seen at the park � 10 cm, 100 .
cm,2 m?

~ How can the information from a mqp
help with predicting wave height?

~ What are some other things that af-
fect wave height that can't be
predicted with the map?
3. Divide the class into teams of

four students.
4. For each team, copy an up-to-

date tide chart and the Water Motion
Worksheet.  Sources of tide charts are

listed on page 25.!

5. Practice reading tl e tide chart,
calculating the high and low tides
l'or the particular park v~here the
field trip will occur.  TI e activity '
"Telling Tides" teaches ~ow to read
a tide chart and to cal'cu late the tidal
time differences for each park. The
tidal conversions are based on the
tiihe difference of the park's tides
from those at a designate reference
point. Sewell's Point in Hampton
Roads is the standard for most
sou them Chesapeake B.-.y tide
charts, and much of the Potomac
River is referenced to tie es at
Washington, lDC.!

6. For the park, each team calcu-
lates the high and low tides which
will occur closest to the j.ime of the
fieldgrip, and enters thew on a copy
of the Water Motion WorUheet.

7,. Explain that when they go to
the park, each team will be taking
measurements of currents and
waves, and determining the tide.
Based on the prevailing'i onditiohs
at the park's shoreline, they will
predict the movement ol' a simu-
lated oil spill,  i.e. which way it;will
move, how long i t will t.ike to reach
shore, if at all, and whether it will
stay together or break up!.

8. Provide some hypothetical
measurements so students can prac-
tice. the calculations.

9, Make a popcorn slinger, fol- - '
lowing the accompanying dirK-
tions. Prepare or acquiri plain
popcorn  no butter or salt!.

10. Depending upon resources
and equipment avail'abilt ty, either
fully equip each tgam foi the field
exercises, or, plail to set iip stations
between which the teams can rotate.

At the Park:
1. Select a location along the

beach where there is amlile room for
the students to spread out. Break
into teams. If there is room on the
beach and there is enough equip-
ment, each team can set »p its own
station for taking measuiements. If
space or equipment are limited, the
teams can rotate stations for measur-
ing current speed and wiive action.

2. Each team completi s steps 14
on the WorksheeI.

3. After all measuremints are
completed, each team should dis-
cuss their results among themselves
and make predictions about the

Adapted with permission from
Water Water Everywhere... "Oil is
Lighter than Water. Evaluating the
Impa6 ef an Oil Spill."'Oregon
State University Sea Grant Col-
lege'Program, Corvallis, and
Oregon Dept. of Education, Salem�

1
Hi%ere

Suitable at all seven estuarineparks
or any public beach on the Bay or a
tributaxy. '

At the Park: Allow at least 2 hours
for entire activity at the park, avoid
picking tutie that coincides with
'slack tide.

Time of Year: Any time i's suitable,
water is warmer in the fall.

Resources

EPA. 1982. "Water and Sediments."
Chesapeake Bay, introduction to
an Ecosystem. Write: Sea Grant
Communiqations, VA Institute of '
Marine Science, Gloucester Point,
,VA 23062. $1.00.

. Lipixson, A. and R. 1984. Life in the
Chesapeake Bay. Jotuis Hopkins

- Press, Baltimore.
National Marine Educators' Associa-

tion. 1985. '"fidal Characteristics
of the Chesapeake Bay.".
Chesapeake Bay: Prologue to the
Future. Contact Sue Gammlsch,
VIMS Marine Advlsoxy Services,
Gloucester Point, VA 23062.

OBIS. "Oil Spill." Lawrence Hall af
Science, Univ. of CA at Berkley.
Write: Delta Education, Box M,
Nashua, NH 03061.,

River Times. 1987. "Toxic Troubles."
T,Audridge, Project Director
Mathematics andkcience Center,
2401 Hartma'n Street, Richmond,
VA' 23223.  804! 788-4454.
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river bot tom? The bio,'a living near
or on the bottom?

~ How would you start to clean the
"spill" up?

~ How long do you think the spill's
impact would last in this area>
8. After the allotted time is up or

the spill has dispersed widely,
regroup and gather up all equip-
mcnt.

direction the simulated spill will
move and how quickly it may reach
shore if it occurs 25 m from shore,
following the questions under No. 5
on'the worksheet.

4. Regroup and discuss each
team's predic tions.

5. After a fcw practice attempts
at throwing the empty popcorn
slinger into the water, fill it with
popcorn and create the spill. Mark
the toss location with a stake.

6. Allow up to 15 minutes to ob-
serve the spill and follow its move-
ments. If thc popcorn comes ashore,
record the time and mark the I'oca-
tion with a stake. Measure or pace
off the distance between the stakes.

7. Depending upon the local con-
ditionss; the spill will either brcak up,
rapidly, move downstream with the
current, or come ashore. Assuming
that the oil spill came directly ashore
at this lrx ation, discuss:
~ How many different types of animals

~ould be covered or affected on land?
In the water?

~ Could some animals escape the spill?
How?

~ What animals might not be able to
escape?

~ How many different types of plants
might be affected on land? In the
water?

~ Would-animals that eat these plants
be affected?

~ What would happen to the shoreline?
Beach activities? Swimming' ?
Boating? Fishing?

~ Do you think any of the spill would
sink? If so, how would it affect the

Extensions.

,1. Try different methods of contain-
ing a sptlL Wdents can devise
containinent equipment.

2. Make a wpve jar. Fill a jar with
equal parts of vegetable oil and
colored water. Replace the lid, and
sum it slowly end to end. Study wave
niotion.follow-up;Hold a poup discussion about,

the moverncnt of the shrill, with each
team presenting its pn dirtions and
findings.  Differences in calcula-
tions may occur, depending on how
the measurements weie taken in the
field.! Discuss the simulated spill's
potential impact on dif ferent aspects
of the environment. What were the
limitations of the actiritu? What other
factors should be considered when en-
viromnental experts assess the possible
movement and impact of a real chemical
or oil spill?  Consider i ffects of varia-
tions in waves, currents, wind, sun,
air temperature, precipitation, boat
traffic, etc.! Emphasize the com-
plexity of the problem.

Variations
I

'Younger students:
Studert ts make 'the wave and current
measurements. Help them make
predictions about the movement of
the spill. As students watch the
movement of the spiA, ask leading
quesbons about the spill and its
impact on the environment to
develop their observational skills.

Cifted/Advanced: '
1. Customize the worksheet by
removing Xormhlas and instructions
as appropriate for the group. A high-
ly advanced class might be instructed
to design their own methods fox
predicting the location, movement,
and impact of the spill, and make
their own measurements, calcula-
tions and observations in the field.

2. Research salt water intrusion or
salt wsdge f orjnat ions, how they re-
late to the circulation of water in the
Bay and its tributaries, and how this
is relevant to various pollution
problems.

How to Make a Popcorn Slinger

30

1. Assemble all materials required for the popcorn slinger as indicated.
2. Mark off 5m intervals, on the 25 m line with a permanent marker. Firmly tie the 25 m linc to the bucket
handle.3. Contact a popcorn concessionaire  listed under "Popcorn" in YellowPages! for stale plain popcorn or pop a 2
pound bag of corn to make the necessary 20-241iters.4. At the park, first practice throwing the bucket empty.- Giab the rope near the bucket and start twirling thc
popcorn slinger over your head. When the bucket has gathi red momentum, lct it fly out over thc water. After
landing, the weight of the bucket will pull it under the water and thc buoyant popcorn will be forced out.
Before hauling the bucket in, let it sink beneath the surface so as not to disturb the-spill.
5. Once you feel comfortable tossing the bucket, fill it with,ibout 201itcrs of popcorn and take a strategic posi-
tion  doclc, breakwater, large rock, etc.! from which.to toss the rom. Make sure the line is secured on shore to
prevent loss of the slinger. Keep the line tangle-free to avoid hindering the bucket's flight. If you.have trouble
making the slinger work, someone can wade out into the w,itcr and pour the popcorn out to'create the spill!
6. Count the marked intervals as the bucket is hauled in to determine the spill's distance from shore.



Water Motion Worksheet

1. Using the tide chart, determine the following:

Expected time of low tide:

. Present time:

Expected time of high tide:

 check one!.The tide should be rising
/

The tide appears to be rising'

falling

falling  check one!.

2. Determine current speed  V!:

seconds current  V! = 10 m  distance! / t  sec!time  t! =

meters/secondcurrent  V! =

3. Determine the wave frequency  f!:

~ The measurer wades out knee deep a'nd holds a meter stick vertically in the water with one end on the bottom.
~ On a signal from a timer on shore, the measurer counts the number of waves that pass the meter stick for 2

minutes.
~ Record this number below.

waves per secondNumber of waves in 2 minutes: Frequency  f! = number / 120 seconds =

31

~ Throw a grapefruit straight out from shore, about 20 meters.  A good heave will do.!
~ Watch the grapefruit to determine the direction of the current.
~ Several meters downstream of the grapefruit, push two stakes into the sand on the beach, exactly 10 meters apart

and both equidistant from the water's edge.
~ Two people act as spotters. Each sits about a meter inshore from a stake and sights over it, across the water, in a

line perpendicular to the shore. The spotters wait for the grapefruit to cross their lines of sight.
~ A third person, with a watch or stopwatch, begins timing when the first spotter indicates when the grapefruit

reaches his/her line of sight and stops timing when the grapefruit reaches the second spotter's line of sight.-
Record the time  t! in seconds it ".ook the grapefruit to travel the distance  d! of 10 meters:



Water Motion Worksh.eet  continued!

4. Determine wave height  h!:

Sum of wave heights =

Divide abov  sum by 5 =-

Average Wave Height:

5. Before the spill occurs, predict the following:

~ How fast  minutes! will the spill  fi rst piece o'f popcorn! reach the shore?

~ Which direction will the. spill move?

~ Where will the spill come ashore?  Uistancein meters down beach from where popcorn is thrown.!

~ Will the spill stay together or break up?

6. Aft«r the spill, record th« following:

Time of spill:

Time first popcorn reached shore:

meters from shore.Spill was

First popcorn reached shore meters from toss location.

32

' ~ One person, the measurer, wad«s out to where individual wav«s can be identified  no farther than knee deep! and
holds a meter stick vertically in th«water with one end on the bottom.

~ The measurer bends over and calls out the high  wav«crest! and low  wave trough! water line measurements in
centim«ters as a wave passes.~ Another person on shore records these measurements below. R«peat five times. Subtract trough height from crest
height to get the wave height for each pair of measurements and record. Add the wave heights together. Divide
this sum by 5 to determine the average wave height.
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Sand-Shakes and Mud-Pies

tudents collect sediment
samples from different wet
habitats, measure and coniparc

sediment composition from these
sites in order to find relationships be-
tween sediment size and various en-
vironmental factors. Elementary
students separate and observe
layers; older students make calcula-
tions based on their data.

Grade Levels: 4-12

Objectives

Students will investigate natural pat-
terns of sediment organization by:
~ obseroing samples,"
~ predictinglocations of various types

of sediment;
~ identifyiingindependent variables;
~ designing descr'lptive data collec-

tion criteria;
~ collecting samples;
~ graphing and quantifying data;
~ analyzingdata.

Background

Materials

~ large-mouth, straight sided plastic
jars with lids �'per group!

~ 1 very large jar, preferably long and
narrow

~ gardening trowels
~ labels for jars .

permanent markers
~ rulers

copies of data sheet
clipboards, pencils � per student or
group!

Procedure

When

At the Park: allow about 1 hour in
the field, but duration depends on
number. of sites visited and time re-
quired to reachleach site; any
daylight'hours, low to mid tides best
at some 'locations.

Time of Year: Any timh.

3. Discuss with the class the basic
types of sediments. Describe the
sites to be visited and have the stu-
dentss describe the types of sedi-
rnents they would expect to find at
each.

4. Students nanre factors that
might affect particIe size a t a site.
List these on thc board and then

33

The composition of the sediments
that make up the shorelines of the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries
is dependent on a number of factors
such as exposure to wind, waves
and currents, established vegetation,
source, and shoreline slope.

Sediments are often classified by
size as follows: clay  less than 0.004
mm!, silt �,004-0.062 mni!, sand
 9;062-2 mm! and granules or peb-
bles  larger than 2 mm!. Sand is
usually classified further as fine,
medium or coarse.

There are several different kinds
of minerals in typical beach sand, in-

. cluding quartz, magnetite, garnet,
mica, feldspar and limestone, as
well as particles of shell, plastic, and
sometimes coral. The difference in
size, shape and density of these
materials determines how they are
moved by water and wind ajong the
shoreline.

Shorelines are molded by the
energy from moving water  waves
and currents! and wind. The
amount of energy affecting a site
determines, to a large extent, the
sizes of particles present. Denser
and.larger particles require more
energy to be moved than less dense
and smaller particles. Smaller par-
ticles stay suspended in water until
the water movement slows enough
to let them settle out. 'l'hus, larger
sand particles are moved and
deposited by large waves on an
open beach but are rarely carried up

into tidal creeks by thc gentle cur-
rents and tides. Sifts and clays col-
lect among the. roots and stems of
plants forming marsh mud.

Storms sometimes move dense
scxiiments onto a beach. Such
deposits may be revealed as dark
bands if one digs a trench in the
sand. The strength of a storm may
be inferred by the width of the dark
band.

Longshore currents typically
move sediments along shorelines.
Current direction may change
during the year-. The mo ament of
coastal sediments is pffected by man-
made objects'such as doc ks and jet-
ties, which disrupt thc flc w of
sediments along the shon, thereby
altering the. natural coastline. This
can cause accretion  build up! in
some places and erosion in others.

Before the Trip:
1. Collect enough wid< -mouth,

straight-sided, plastic jars  such as
those used for peanut butter! to
have two per sample site.

2. Visit the park to locate at least
four areas where the shor'eline sand
or soil is under the direct .nfluence
of wind and/or water. These areas
might include:
~ Bay or river beach in the a'rea the

waves wash ovei.  swash zone!
~ Bay or river beach abox e the line

of debris left by'high tide  wrack
line!

~ Bay side of sand dune
~ top of sand dune  collect from

board walk!
~ back side of a sand dune
~ tidal marsh
~ edge of a tidal creek
~ bottom of a woodland stream
~ edge of a ponct

List the sites and give each an
identifying name. Collect a few
small samples of different sediments.

Mark the jars with the site names.
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the layers, starting the numbering
with the top layer.  ¹I represents thc.'
finest sediments and the highest
number � the total number of

layers �.represents the heaviest sed i-
ments.!

4. Each team carefully compares
the layers in their sample jar with
the layers in the master reference jar
and assigns the corresponding par-
ticle size category scale value  layer
number! to each layer in the sample
jar. They should write these values
on their sample jar.

5. The teams next measure and
record the depth of each sediment
layer and the total sediment depth
in their sample jars.

h. From these measurements, they
determine the percentage of each
sediment component by dividing
each layer depth by the total sedi-
ment depth in the jar, then convert-
ing that fraction to a percentage.
Using the sample given:

¹3 2 cm/8 cm = .25
¹4 1 cm/8 cm =.125
¹5 1cm/Bcm =.125
¹6 4 cm/8 cm = .50
7. Teams next prepare bar graphs

for their samples showing the per-
centage of each sediment com-
ponent.  In the example shown, the
numbers of the X-axis correspond to
the particle size scale determined for
the master reference jar.

8. Discus- the results to deter-.
mine which site s! had the smallest
particles  silt and clay!, which had
the largest particles, and which had
the greatest range of sizes. Consider
the independent variables. What in-
ferences might be drawn?

9. Determine which factors af-
fected particle size at the sites using
the following procedure:
~ Determine the average particle

size category for each sample by
multiplying the numerical rating
of each particle size layer by its
percentage within the sample.

~ Add these values for all particle
size categories in the sample.
Using the sample given:

3x.25 = .75
4 x .125 .= .50
5 x.125 = - .625
6x.50

4.875
 rounded off = 4.9!

4.9 = ave;age particle size
category at the site.

~ Complete the data sheets by
recording the average particle
size category for each site.

~ Makea graph for each variable
. by plotting the numerical rating

for that variable for each site on
the X-axis against thc. average par-
ticle size category for the same
site on the Y-axis.  Sce example.!
10. Discuss the students' results:

~ Is there a clear relation. hip between
particle size category and one or
more of the independent variables?
 Graphs with points that can be
connected with a fairly straight
line show the most di rect correla-
tion between the two variables.!
If so, what seems to be lhe relation-
ship?

~ Do someindependent variables show
little or no relationship to particle
size category? If so, wliy might that
be?  Some chosen variables may
actually have no influ ence on par-
ticle size categories. In other
cases, an independen t variable
may have an overriding influence
on particle size category. For in-
stance, the plot in the example
shows the stream as a waveless
site with medium-sized particles.
Here, a strong stream current
might have more effei t than no
waves.

Students write letter to schools,
tourist bureaus, or marine Iabtt in dif-
ferent locations,asking them to send
a small sampIe of sand or sedunent.
Send return envelopes and small
sturdy plastic bags.
~ Compare the sand samples from

around the U.S. and/or world for
particle size, shape, color, and com-
position.

~ ' Look for tiny pieces of plastic with
the samples. Plastic sand  called
beach conf@to is a growing en-
vironmentaI problem worldwide.

~ Use maps to plot the locations of
samples received and discuss the
possible origin of the sands in each '
of these places.

Younger students:
Omit the calculahons, but con-
centrate on having students make
detailed observations of the sedi-
mentscollected and suggesting pos-
sible ~uses for variations in particle
st at different locations.
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Explanation:

Site Name: Use name assigned by instructor. Be sure it corresponds with name on sample jar.
Wave Action: 1 = smooth as glass

5 = whitecaps
Fetch  Means distance across open water wind can blow!:

1 = can toss pebble to opposite bank
5 = cannot see opposite shore
1 = no perceptible current  floating object does not move!
5 = strong current  floating object moves quickly!
1 = no plants growing on site
5 = pla'nts so thick you can hardly dig up a soil sample

CurrerIt Speed

Example. Wave action rating for each site versus average particle size category.

10

1 2 3

Independent Variable Scale
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'Average Particle Size Category: Yo be determined with sample back at school and calculated separately for each
site sample.


